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ComPly Positioners

Helping people…help people™

Reduce pressure injury risks!
Redistribute pressure

!
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ROLLS

Secure positioning while
redistributing pressure
Bead filling for
better conformity

Under compression, the area of anatomical contact on the
Comply Chest Roll is distributed over a larger surface area and
is the same height when compared to traditional gel chest rolls.

CHEST

Same height and length as
traditional gel chest rolls
ComPly Positioners
An economical alternative to gel or
foam positioners, these lightweight
chest rolls are made of an EPS
bead filling specifically designed
to conform to the contours of the
patient’s anatomy. Securely holds the
patient while redistributing pressure
over a larger surface area. Place on
either side of the chest during prone
positioning to expand the abdomen
to assist patient ventilation.
Lightweight for easy transport,
reducing staff injuries. Fluid-resistant
cover for easy cleaning. Available in
4"H or 6"H Chest Rolls. Sold in pairs.
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The proof is in the pressure

Bead filling conforms
to the contours of the
patient’s anatomy
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In a side-by-side comparison using pressure mapping technology, ComPly Chest
Rolls show significantly lower anatomical pressure than traditional gel chest rolls.
Peak pressure for ComPly Chest Rolls occurred at 126 mmHg with an average
pressure of 21 mmHg while peak pressure for traditional gel chest rolls occurred at
192 mmHg with an average pressure of 29 mmHg. Test subject: Male, 6'0", 270 lbs.
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See reverse for
anti-shear protection
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Fax: 800.437.2966

Add a Gel Overlay for anti-shear protection

AliMed® AliGel™ Positioner Overlays
Designed for use with our ComPly Chest
Rolls, these overlays are made of a unique
100% gel formula that mimics fatty tissue
and moves with the patient to reduce
shear, offering an added layer of protection.
11"W x 17"L x ¼" thick
#95-941 AliGel Positioner Overlay

Your unique needs. Our everyday capabilities.
AliMed is your go-to source for everyday, hard-to-find, or custom healthcare products designed
to improve patient outcomes, spanning the continuum of care.

 Friendly, experienced,

 Contract pricing—affiliated

 97% in-stock rate—we have

 U.S.-based and in-house to help

 Volume discounts

 Same-day shipping on in-stock items

 Exceptional responsiveness

 Order by phone, email, fax, or EDI

 No minimum requirements—ever!

customer-first service

with major IDNs and GPOs

thousands of items ready to ship
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